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Nearme find friends nearby on facebook

Nearby friends is a Facebook feature that lets you know your friend's location when they're nearby. You can also use this feature to track your friend's location in real time. This feature is available in the Facebook mobile app, where you've once been activated, sometimes to be notified when your friends are near your current location. This way, you can
quickly get together to take a bite together, all thanks to Facebook. Released on April 17, 2014 and currently rolling out in stages, the feature is probably not available to you yet, making it perfect for us to have a quick discussion on 5 important things you should know about Facebook Related Friends. 50 Most-Wanted Facebook Tips and Tricks 1. How to
use Nearby Friends first and foremost, for nearby friends to work, you need to share your location with your friends and get them to do the same to you. To turn on Nearby Friends (when you get it), go to the More tab within your Facebook app (iOS or Android) and look for Nearby Friends in the menu to activate t. Any of your friends who have chosen this
feature by turning it on will be able to see you in the list, if you both share your respective locations. The list will also show the distance between you and your friend, their last logged location, and the current neighborhood they are in. Share the exact location at the prescribed time If you're not okay with sharing your location all the time, but for maybe a
gathering or meeting you want, Nearby Friends has an option for you to set the time you're traceable through the feature. You can share the exact location of your whereabouts with your friend(s) over a period of time that you can set. This means you can look for your friends' exact location on a map and be able to tell when they arrive at the agreed meeting
point, or if they're not on their way yet (even if they said they are). 2. Use of your data There is no such thing as a free lunch and yes, using Friends Nearby will eventually get you in for some advertising (say Facebook). Basically, there is a plan to eventually use the data collected by your site's history for marketing purposes. The data you submit to use
Nearby Friends can be easily used by Facebook to share with advertisers who will probably forward targeted ads to you – which isn't that bad. For example, you will probably get an online voucher, if you and a friend are lunching together at a particular restaurant that has a special campaign. (Picture Source: TechCrunch) Then again, this is not news because
all other Facebook features that require your location even before Friends nearby, can be used in the same way. 3. Facebook features that use Location Info Even before the launch of Friends nearby, there were other Facebook features that use or rely on your location to work. These features are called Facebook Messenger, locations, check-in and Status
update. If you use Facebook Messenger and share a status update via via know that your location info is enabled by default. So, technically, Facebook already knows your location being exposed by you from the features listed above. It just can't track you most or all the time, until now. However, if you're fine with this, Friends nearby is probably a great
feature that will help you reconnect more easily with friends. Read also: Facebook &amp; Your Privacy: Why It Matters 4. There are other better Apps Note that there are already some other services that offer similar, or even better, features like bank on location sharing. Just to name a few, there's Circle, an app you can use to find out what local events are
happening around you and which of your friends are attending the events. Then there's The Banjo, where you can get information about live events and the latest news on your favorite social network, sortable by location. Connect takes all your friends on social networks (not just those on Facebook) to a map. You'll see which friends are nearby, who's
visiting from out-of-state, and your social address book is always up-to-date. We recently also reviewed Firechat, an app that lets you chat offline with peeps around you using Open Garden mesh networks, without an internet connection. Note that if you're an Android user, you already have a feature that's very similar to Friends nearby: Google Commute
Now Sharing. Through Commute Sharing, you can let your friends or family know when you're on your way home from work. It works across the Google+ network where you can share your locations to those in your circles. Once activated, your location will be available in the form of Google Now cards when you are at work, leaving from work and when you
get home – every step of the way. 5. Yes, we need to talk about privacy nearby Friends can only work if both you and your friend share each other's location. The good news is that you have the opportunity to share your location to your Facebook list, just a group of friends or make it public for everyone. But let's face it, most people will probably share their
place to everyone on their Facebook because it's much more convenient to do it. Overexposing your personal information to everyone can result in nothing, or it may come back and bite you one day. There are repercussions on oversharing that are unique to each individual so use the feature with caution, rather than complaining about how Facebook
invades your privacy or embezzles your private data when something bad happens. The feature is optional, and at the end of the day, remember that you are responsible for your own privacy issues. Read also: 5 Facebook privacy settings You should know conclusion In comparison to other similar posts, a clear advantage Facebook Related Friends have is
that most of your friends are probably already on Facebook. One possible drawback is, this feature can probably have an effect on your battery life. But if you want to bring your social life online to real life, this is this One of the best Facebook feature that can turn it into reality. How do I use Nearby Friends on Facebook? Mobile browser helpThis feature is
only available on iOS and Android devices. Read more: Location settings on FacebookNearby Friends feature allows you and your friends to share your locations. If you turn on Nearby Friends, you'll also turn on location history. For some location features on Facebook, such as Nearby Friends, location history is necessary. To turn nearby Friends on or off in
the Facebook app for Android: Turn on location services and background location. Learn more about FacebookTippe's location settings at the top right of . Tap nearby friends. Tap next to your name to turn on Nearby Friends. Tap next to your name to pause or turn off Nearby Friends. To turn On or off Nearby Friends in the Facebook app for iOS devices:
Turn on location services and set location access to Always. Learn more about FacebookTippe's location settings at the bottom right of . Tap nearby friends. If necessary, tap Show More first. Tap the upper-right corner of your name. Select Settings. Tap to activate nearby friends or click to turn off the feature. To turn push notifications on or off for Nearby
Friends. If you would like to give us feedback on Nearby Friends, please let us know here. How do I turn push notifications on or off for nearby friends on Facebook? How do I find and add friends to Facebook? How do I mark my friends in one place on Facebook? How do I use Near Created Jobs? How do I use hashtags on Facebook? A few days ago I
shared how your iPhone keeps track of where you are. Well, so does Facebook. Nearby friends on your Facebook phone let friends know you're nearby. If you have the Facebook app on your phone (iPhone or Android), you have this feature available. Nearby friends are an opt-in feature; importance, it is AV if you do not turn on the function. Let's take a
closer look at Nearby Friends, including what it might mean for teenagers. How Friends nearby works on Facebook's friends of the Facebook mobile app, see the FB app on the More tab at the bottom. Click the more tab, and then you'll see Friends nearby. If it's turned off, you'll be prompted to turn it on. Once on, you'll see a list of Friends nearby – those on
your Facebook friends list who have also decided to turn on this feature. (This means you won't see all your friends listed here). (Faces blurred because they do not want to admit that they know me ;-)) Click the settings icon in the upper-right corner (as shown in the screenshot above). This is where you can choose who can see your location. For example, if
you've set up lists in Facebook, you can choose to share place with that particular list, such as Close Friends. By default, Friends are shown on the left; just select and then select from your available lists. You can also share your exact location with a friend, if you wish. For example, you might see that a friend is nearby and you want to meet up with them.
Click the arrow icon next to their name, and then choose how long they can see your each move. This video from Tech Crunch shows exactly how this works. How to turn off Nearby Friends in FacebookIf you've used Nearby Friends and decided it's not for you, just turn off the feature. Follow the same steps (Tab &gt; Friends Settings &gt; nearby), and then
slide the slider left until the slider is no longer green. The tiny text on your screen lets you know that even though you've turned off Nearby Friends, the app still builds a history of your exact location even when you're not using the app. If you feel this is a bit intrusive, take a look at location settings. On the Location Settings screen, slide the slider to the left to
turn off Location History. This does not delete your previously saved history; that are still lurking around on your Activity Log. While you are the only one who can see this log (it is not shared with friends) you can delete your story if you prefer. To access the history log, click on the More tab again, scroll all the way down and find the Activity Log. Select the
filter at the top and select Location History (It's near the bottom of the list). Once selected, you have a filtered view of your activity that only shows location history. Select Clear Location History (shown here). Learn more about Nearby Friends on the Facebook Help page. Teenagers and Friends nearbyFor those with teenagers who are active on Facebook,
this would be a good time to review their Friends lists. Teenagers are more likely to have a large number of Facebook friends. Their friends list is probably more of a random acquaintance list. They can share their whereabouts with hundreds of people. If they're not selective when adding friends they can make their public place known to more people than you
want (or they even realize). Again, this is an opt-in feature, so talk to your teen about whether they should use this feature if they have Facebook on their phone. If they do, maybe limiting sharing to Close Friends would be a wise approach. So what do you think? Does this feature sound like a good idea? If you think you can find this useful, like the young
hipsters in techcrunch video meeting up for coffee, you might want to turn on this feature. I only see value if most of your friends use Facebook on the go and even turn on this feature. If you're concerned about privacy and share your location data with others – even if they're your friends – or you don't think you'll ever use it, then leave it off. Av.
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